
Obi Real Estate

Updating the Real Estate System with a Decentralized Marketplace

Introduction

Obi Real Estate is at the forefront of transforming the real estate industry through
its groundbreaking decentralized marketplace application. In this concise

whitepaper, we will explore the core principles and innovations behind Obi Real
Estate, illustrating how it is poised to reshape real estate transactions, eliminate
commissions, create job opportunities, and revolutionize the way people buy and

sell property.

The Problem: Traditional Real Estate Transactions

Traditionally, property owners have been burdened by hefty commissions and
limited to one listing agent when selling their homes. This system often leaves

owners feeling frustrated and financially strained. Meanwhile, prospective buyers
encounter inefficiencies, limited choices, and opaque processes. The need for a
disruptive solution in the real estate market has never been more apparent.

The Obi Solution: A Decentralized Marketplace

Obi Real Estate's innovative marketplace application leverages Ethereum
blockchain technology and AI-powered smart contracts to create a seamless and
transparent ecosystem for buyers and sellers. By cutting out the unnecessary
complexities of traditional real estate transactions, Obi uses smart contracts

within the app to draft contracts, execute agreements, and streamline the entire
process.

With Obi, property owners not only pay zero commission fees when selling their
homes but also receive $1,000 for listing their property on the Obi app. This
method enables property owners to gain more exposure for their properties,

breaking free from the limitations of sellers’ and buyers' agents. Instead, millions
of Obi Operators can work simultaneously to connect property owners with

potential buyers, revolutionizing property marketing.



Off-Ramping Crypto into Real Estate: Unlocking the Potential

Obi is set to become the go-to platform for off-ramping cryptocurrency into real
estate. This initiative provides the cryptocurrency sector with an unprecedented

opportunity to convert digital assets into tangible property. By integrating
cryptocurrencies into the real estate market, Obi is poised to make crypto holders

more inclined to spend their digital currencies.

The advantages of investing in real estate, such as property appreciation, passive
income through rentals, and a tangible asset, make it highly appealing to the

cryptocurrency sector. By bridging the gap between crypto and real estate, Obi is
facilitating a significant shift in how digital assets are used and spent.

Expanding the Buyer Pool

Obi Real Estate's integration of the cryptocurrency sector has a profound impact
on property owners. It significantly expands their potential buyer pool, as

crypto-savvy investors now have access to the real estate market. This increased
buyer diversity enhances property owners' chances of selling their homes quickly

and at favorable prices.

Empowering Everyone: Obi Operators

One of Obi's distinguishing features is its democratization of real estate
transactions. Obi Operators, with no prior experience or certification required, can
facilitate real estate transactions on the Obi app. This revolutionary approach
empowers individuals to earn income while contributing to a more efficient real
estate marketplace. Imagine an Uber driver making $8 per ride; now imagine this
is real estate, where average transactions can be worth thousands or more. Being

an Obi Operator is not just a gig; it's a career move.

Utility Tokens: The Role of Obi Coins

Obi Coins, utility tokens native to the Obi app, serve as the lifeblood of the
platform. Obi Coins simplify and enhance the real estate experience, making
transactions quicker and more cost-effective with Obi backend exchange.



Deflationary Asset: The Role of Obi Coins

With only 1 billion Obi Coins in circulation within a trillion-dollar real estate
industry, Obi Coins become a deflationary asset. The scarcity of Obi Coins adds
another dimension to their value proposition, attracting investors seeking assets

with built-in scarcity.

A Symbiotic Ecosystem

Obi Real Estate fosters a symbiotic relationship among all participants within its
ecosystem. Property owners benefit from zero commissions, buyers gain access
to a wider range of properties, and Obi Operators earn income and much more.

It's a win-win scenario for all parties involved.

The Future is Now: A Glimpse from the Sitzer/Burnett Trial

The recent Sitzer/Burnett trial, with a jury awarding the plaintiff a substantial
amount of money, highlights the evolving landscape of real estate transactions.

Obi Real Estate exemplifies where the future of real estate transactions is
headed, offering efficiency, transparency, and empowerment to all parties

involved.

Connect and Collaborate: Built-in Social Network

Obi Real Estate goes beyond property transactions by integrating a social media
component into its app. This feature enables Obi Coin holders, real estate

professionals, and contractors to seamlessly connect and collaborate, further
enhancing the user experience.

In conclusion, Obi Real Estate is on a mission to disrupt and restructure the real
estate industry. By utilizing smart contracts within the app to streamline

processes, democratizing real estate transactions, introducing utility tokens, and
implementing innovative features, Obi Real Estate is poised to create a more
efficient, cost-effective, and accessible real estate ecosystem for everyone

involved. The future of real estate is here, powered by Obi Coin, unlocking the
potential of cryptocurrency in the real estate market while expanding property

owners' buyer pool and offering a deflationary asset class.




